
IS480 CLIENT MEETING MINUTES 3 

 

Date 3 September  2013 Week  17 

Time 4.20pm 

Venue 21 Kranji Link 

Attendees LEE Yi Xian, LIM Ken Khoon, TAN Mei Zhen, Fiona WOO Yu Mei, Marc Sim 

Agenda 
 Go through Business Requirements Draft 1 with client  

 

Item  Discussion Points Follow Up Action 

1.  
 Inform client on possible FYP dates for acceptance, sponsor day 

etc. 

 

2.  

Admin 

 User account is put as active/inactive  

 What MD can do, mean the Administrator can do.  (How 

about approving cheque?) 

 Line manager need to have concurrent role with employee 

 Admin should have able to adjust weightage for NWC 

recommendation and appraisal score in determining the 

final amount 

 Admin should have able to adjust weightage for NWC 

recommendation and appraisal score in determining the 

final amount 

 Admin should have able to adjust weightage for company 

performance and appraisal for annual bonus 

 Admin able to activate if there should be a variable bonus 

Training  

 Search by name  

 Include scan certificates / courses  

 HR can create new employee but cannot edit 

 Have both ways of including  the existing records and the 

new records 

 Have a way to generate a report of who has what courses. 

Filter by course name, filter by name 

 Expand and collapse to view courses name 

 Export to CSV, PDF 

 For courses that has been approved there must be 

flexibility in adding/displaying date and time 

 Put competent / not yet competent instead of pass/fail 

 Certificate might still be given if a employee “fails” 

 Training reports do not need to store in the system 

 Confirmation button for generating pay slip 

 For cheque number, HR can do it so Finance is not needed 

in the system 

Leave and remuneration 

 CPF rate would change over time 

 Not all employees use the same formula 

 

Performance & Appraisal 

 Get the metric of the appraisal 

from Marc 

 

 Check with Marc if is it by 

calendar/ financial year? The 

NWC month 

 

 Check with Marc on metric for 

bonus (Variable Wage scheme) 



 At the point of data entry, put reimbursement after CPF 

deduction 

 Some of the reimbursement is stated in the offer letter, it 

will be included inside the pay slip. 

 Those not in the in the offer letter, it will be claim. A 

payment voucher is needed 

 Need to generate an overall payment voucher showing a 

total sum that combines both voucher 

 Bank account not needed in the system 

 Do not need to record cheque number. Still have tick to 

confirm if given 

 Payment PDF generated should be stored in the system for 

7 years. Delete by month. All cannot delete.  

 Admin must be able to overwrite for remuneration for 

one-time bonus 

 Bonus is subjected to CPF 

 Medical leave is created by HR only. HR responsibility to 

upload MC. 

 Report for leave. 

 Put inclusive for UI for leave 

 Make consideration for advance leave 

Claim 

 Include different type of claim 

 Can filter by type of claim for report 

 Should have bar chart instead line 

Performance Management 

 Appraisal don’t need report 

 There will be metric which will be provided by Marc  

 NWC rating can be entered by HR personnel 

 Date of increment is based on appraisal due date 

 MD and Administrator can edit appraisal 

 There must be a date for increment. 

 If there is an early increment, the new cycle must take into 

effect. (i.e. if the increment date is change to 1st Jan 2013, 

the next increment is 1st Jan 2014) 

 Only MD can edit the increment amount  

 Only higher management can do appraisal (for both 

regular and outstanding) 

 Appraisal should not be saved or printed 

 Include reports history for date of increment and 

employee and employee. Allow filtering. 

 Reports for appraisal score. 

 Reports can only be seen by MD and higher management 

General 

 Provide User guide  

 Have Confirmation popup for delete button 

Bonus: 

 2 types of bonus: AWS(annual bonus) and VWS (variable 



Summary of tasks to complete: 

 

Next Team Meeting Next Client Meeting 

9 September  

 

The meeting was adjourned at 1530 hrs. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments 

reported in the next three days. 

Prepared by, 

 Lee Yi Xian 

Vetted and edited by,  

Lim Ken Khoon 

 

bonus ) 

 Annual bonus depends on appraisal score and company 

performance 

 Option for AWS made available during the month of 

December when HR want to generate payslip 

S/N  Task description: Participants Involved: Due Date 

1.     

2.     

3.     


